
                                   FILE WISE NAIL FILE PRICE LIST 

 

ALL FILE WISE NAIL FILES ARE $1.65 ea.  

 

They fit into your Pocket, Wallet & Car Cup holder!.......Eco Friendly as they 

are Sanitary & Less Waste. 

 

The Original Comfort Nail File. The Unique Design and shape of this Nail 

File, fits comfortably within your fingers, with no sharp points. Its small size 

combined with its unique shape enables filing of nails, both on your fingers & 

toes without poking or rubbing the toe or finger next to the one being filed. 

It’s also Washable to help keep it Sanitary. Compact design allows you to 

take to Your Manicurist or anywhere You go. 

To use the file, simply grasp the file simultaneously at each end and 

comfortably file the nail. Using our Files helps to eliminate the possibility of 

poking or causing an abrasion from a longer style nail file due to rubbing of a 

file that hits a toe or finger next to one being filed. No more pulling or 

awkwardly pushing an adjacent, finger or toe out of the way to file your 

nails. This is a safe and comfortable way to perform a manicure or pedicure. 

Our Finger Files fits your fingers comfortably, simply place your thumb at 

one end and any finger you choose in the other end. 

 

File Wisely using the File Wise Nail File 

* Sanitary 

* Compact 

* Safe 

 *Disposable 

* Comfortable to Hold & File your Nails 

* Washable 

* Available in Nail File 

* Available in Sponge Board ( Check my additional etsy Listings) 

* Pet Files Coming Soon……. 

* Made in the USA 

Enjoy filing your Nails in this New and Easy way. Designed for Comfort & a 

Safe way to care for your Nails. Patent Pending. These are Mini Files that 

Fit Your Fingers. They Measure 1 1/2" I also have sponge boards available 

too....... 
 

Debra Alouise 

(619) 523-5552 

 

www.filewisenailfile.com 

 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/grandhorse 

 


